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1.1 Introduction

Compact photonic components are important for the design and fabrication of integrated optical devices and circuits. In the case of light sources, reducing the size can result in improved metrics such as higher packing density and reduced power consumption and also may enhance cavity–emitter interactions such as the Purcell effect. Until recently it was commonly known that the minimum size for a laser is ultimately determined by the free-space wavelength, $\lambda_0$. For example, as the size of a conventional Fabry–Perot semiconductor laser is scaled down in all three dimensions toward $\lambda_0$, three effects adversely influence the lasing process. Firstly, the roundtrip path of the optical wave in the gain medium is shortened. Secondly, radiative losses from the end mirrors have an increased effect. Thirdly, the lateral field confinement in the resonator waveguide is reduced, resulting in a smaller overlap of the optical mode with the gain medium. All these effects lead to a significant increase in the lasing threshold. As a result lasing cannot be achieved below a certain size limit. By allowing the laser size to increase in one or two dimensions, it is possible to reduce the physical size of the laser in the remaining dimension(s) to values below this limit. For example, the disk thickness in whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) lasers [1] can be reduced to a fraction of the free-space wavelength [2] but, to compensate for the small thickness, the disk diameter must be increased. It should be noted that, in addition to the optical mechanisms noted above, nonradiative surface recombination can have a non-negligible negative effect on the emitter efficiency and thus needs to be accounted for in the design and analysis of such sources. The ultimate challenge in this respect is concurrent reduction of the resonator size in all three dimensions, and, at the same time, satisfying the requirements for lasing action.

The size of an optical cavity can be defined using different metrics, for example, the physical dimensions of the cavity or the size of the optical mode. However, if the goal of size reduction is to increase the integration density (for example, in a
laser array), the effective cavity size should account for both the overall physical dimensions of the resonator and the spread of the optical mode beyond the physical boundary of the resonator. By this token, most conventional dielectric laser cavities are not amenable to dense integration because they have either a large physical footprint or a large effective mode. For example, distributed Bragg resonators [3] and photonic-crystal cavities [4] (both of which can be designed to have very small mode volumes) have physical footprints that are many wavelengths in size, due to the several Bragg layers or lattice periods that are required for maintaining high finesse. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the diameter of thick ($\lambda_0/n$) micro-disk lasers can be reduced below their free-space emission wavelength [5]; however, the spatial spread of the resultant modes (which have low azimuthal numbers owing to the small disk diameters) into the surrounding space beyond the physical boundaries of the disks may lead to mode coupling and formation of “photonic molecules” in closely spaced disks [6]. For illustration purposes, an $M = 4$ WGM for a semiconductor disk with radius $r_c = 460$ nm and height $h_c = 480$ nm (Figure 1.1a) is shown in Figure 1.1b, clearly indicating the radiative nature of the mode and its spatial spread, which, as mentioned, can lead to mode coupling with nearby structures. ($M$ is the azimuthal order of the resonance, corresponding to half the number of lobes in the modal plot of $|E|$.)

One approach to alleviate these issues is to incorporate metals into the structure of dielectric cavities, because metals can suppress leaky optical modes and effectively isolate them from their neighboring devices. The modes in these metallo-dielectric cavities can be grouped into two main categories: (i) surface bound (that is, surface
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**Figure 1.1** The $M = 4$ whispering gallery resonance for a thick semiconductor disk (a) is shown in (b) ($r_c = 460$ nm, $h_c = 480$ nm, and $n_{semi} = 3.4$). Note the spatial spread of the mode compared to the actual disk size. (c) The same disk encased in an optically thick ($d_m = 100$ nm) gold shield will have well-confined reflective (d) and plasmonic (e) modes but with much higher mode losses. $|E|$ is shown in all cases and the section plane is horizontal and through the middle of the cylinder. (From [7].) (Please find a color version of this figure on the color plates.)
plasmon polariton (SPP)) resonant modes and (ii) conventional resonant modes (called photonic modes), resulting purely from reflections within the metal cavity. Although they are highly confined, the disadvantage of plasmonic modes is their high loss, which is caused by the relatively large mode overlap of the optical field with the metal (compared to the reflective case). Owing to the high Joule loss at telecommunication and visible wavelengths, the lasing gain threshold for such cavities can be very large. On the other hand, the negative permittivity of metals not only allows them to support SPP modes, but also enables them to act as efficient mirrors. This leads to the second class of metallo-dielectric cavity modes, which can be viewed as lossy versions of the modes in a perfectly conducting metal cavity. Because the mode volume overlap with the metal is usually smaller than in the plasmonic case, in a cavity supporting this type of mode it is possible to achieve higher resonance quality-factors ($Q$-factors) and lower lasing gain thresholds, albeit at the expense of reduced mode confinement (compared to plasmonic modes). In general, both types of modes can exist in a metal cavity. Embedding the gain disk mentioned earlier in a gold shield (Figure 1.1c) effectively confines the resonant modes while increasing Joule losses. As discussed, the surface bound plasmonic mode (Figure 1.1e) has both a higher $M$ number and higher losses ($M = 6$, $Q = 36$) compared to the non-plasmonic mode (Figure 1.1d, $M = 3$, $Q = 183$). It should be noted that even though the metal shield is the source of Joule loss, the large refractive index of the semiconductor core ($n_{\text{semi}} \approx 3.4$) aggravates the problem and increases both the plasmonic and Fresnel reflection losses. For SPP propagation on a (planar) semiconductor–metal interface, the threshold gain for lossless propagation is proportional to $n_{\text{semi}}^3$ [8]. This means that, even though plasmonic modes with relatively high $Q$ can exist inside metal cavities with low-index cores (for example, silica, for which $n = 1.48$), using this approach to create a purely plasmonic, room-temperature semiconductor laser at telecommunication wavelengths becomes challenging, due to the order of magnitude increase in gain threshold. However, plasmonic modes also have an advantage in co-localizing the emitters with the resonant mode volume, thereby leading to a more efficient emission into the lasing mode. This mode of operation is discussed further below, but at this point we focus on novel composite metal-dielectric resonators and the resonant modes that they support.

One possible solution for overcoming the obstacle of metal loss is to reduce the temperature of operation, which will have two coinciding benefits: a reduction of the Joule losses in the metal and an increase in the amount of achievable semiconductor gain. Hill and colleagues [9] have demonstrated cryogenic lasing from gold-coated semiconductor cores with diameters as small as 210 nm. However, in this case the metal is directly deposited on the semiconductor core (with a 10-nm SiN electrical insulation layer between). As a result, owing to the large overlap of the mode with the metal, the estimated room-temperature cavity $Q$ is quite low. The best case is $\sim 180$ for a silver coating (assuming the best reported value for the permittivity of silver [10]) which corresponds to an overall gain threshold of $\sim 1700 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ and is quite challenging to achieve at room temperature. Even though this device lases when cooled to cryogenic temperatures, it would be challenging to achieve
Room-temperature lasing with the same approach and a similar sized cavity, owing to the constraints imposed by the amount of available semiconductor gain and the metal losses. The gain coefficient for optically pumped bulk InGaAsP emitting at 1.55 μm is reported to be ~200 cm⁻¹ [11]. Electrically pumped multiple quantum wells (MQWs), on the other hand, have been reported to have higher material gain coefficients of over 1000 cm⁻¹ [12]. Furthermore, recent results obtained from Fabry–Perot type metallic nanolasers at room temperature indicate that this level of gain is also achievable in bulk InGaAs [13]. However, even if the required gain is achievable at room temperature, efficient operation of the device would still be a challenge because of thermal heating and nonradiative recombination processes (for example, Auger recombination). In particular, to operate a densely packed array of such devices, thermal management would be a major concern, given the requisite intense pumping levels. Consequently, it is extremely important to optimize the resonator design so that the gain threshold is minimized. In this chapter we introduce novel, composite metal-dielectric, three-dimensional resonators, and lasers that are smaller than the wavelength in all three space dimensions (3D), can operate at room temperatures, and can even operate without a threshold [7, 14–18].

1.2 Composite Metallo-Dielectric-Gain Resonators

As indicated in the previous section, the drawback of using metals in optical resonators is their high dissipative loss. In this section, we show that the losses in metal-coated gain waveguides and in 3D laser resonators, can be significantly reduced by introducing a low-index “shield” layer between the gain medium and the metal [7, 14, 17].

Consider a composite gain waveguide (CGW) having a gain medium cylindrical core, a shield layer, and a metallic coating, as shown in Figure 1.2a [14]. For a given CGW cross-section size, the shield layer thickness is then tuned to maximize the confinement of the electric field in the gain medium and reduce the field penetration into the metal. By doing that, we increase the ability of the device to compensate for the dissipated power with power generated in the gain medium. A direct measure of that ability is the threshold gain, that is, the gain required for lossless propagation [8] in the CGW. The field attenuation in the shield layer resembles that of Bragg fibers [19]. The layer adjacent to the core, in particular, is of high importance [20] and has also been used, for example, to reduce losses in infrared hollow metallic waveguides [21].

Subsequently, we use the CGW model for the design of subwavelength 3D resonators. To confine the light in the longitudinal direction, the CGW is terminated from both sides by a low-index “plug” region covered with metal, which forms the closed cylindrical structure shown in Figure 1.2b.

A more practical nanolaser configuration from a fabrication point of view is the open structure with a SiO₂ substrate shown in Figure 1.2c. The inherent radiation
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Figure 1.2 (a) Cross section of the metal-coated composite gain waveguide. (b) Cylindrical closed 3D resonator. (c) Cylindrical open 3D resonator. \( R_g \) is the radius of the gain core and \( R_{\text{out}} \) is the overall radius of the composite gain/dielectric core. \( \Delta \) is the thickness of the dielectric shield. \( \varepsilon_g, \varepsilon_s, \) and \( \varepsilon_m \) are the relative permittivities of the gain, shield, and metal layers, respectively. (From [14].)

losses into the substrate provide means for collecting the laser light, in contrast to the closed structure, where extracting light requires modification of the metal coating, such as making an aperture in it. The threshold gain for the 3D resonators, defined as the gain required to compensate for the metal losses in the closed structure or to compensate for both the metal and radiation losses in the open structure, is shown in the following sections to be sufficiently low to allow laser action at room temperature.

1.2.1 Composite Gain-Dielectric-Metal Waveguides

We first consider the infinite CGW of Figure 1.2a, with relative permittivities \( \varepsilon_g = \varepsilon'_g + \varepsilon''_g, \) \( \varepsilon_s, \) and \( \varepsilon_m = \varepsilon'_m - \varepsilon''_m \) of the gain medium, the shield layer, and the metal, respectively. Assuming a time dependence of \( \exp(\pm j\omega t) \), we have \( \varepsilon''_g > 0, \varepsilon''_m > 0 \). The radius of the gain medium is \( R_g \), the shield layer thickness is \( \Delta = R_{\text{out}} - R_g \), and the metallic coating layer begins at radius \( R_{\text{out}} \). The eigenmodes of the CGW may be derived from the general solution of the longitudinal fields in each layer having the form:

\[ U = [AJ_m(k_z r) + BY_m(k_z r)] f(m\phi) e^{-j\beta z} \]  

(1.1)

where \( U = E_z \) or \( H_z; J_m \) and \( Y_m \) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively; \( k_z = \sqrt{k_0^2 - \beta^2}, k_0 = \omega/c; \varepsilon \) is the relative permittivity of the layer; and \( f(m\phi) \) may be expanded by \( \exp(\pm j m\phi) \), where the integer \( m \) is the azimuthal index. The dispersion relation is found using the transfer matrix method [19]. For the
threshold gain $\varepsilon''_g$, the propagation constant $\beta$ is real, and the threshold gain

$$\varepsilon''_g = \varepsilon''_m \frac{\iint_{\text{Metal}} |E|^2 \, dA}{\iint_{\text{Gain}} |E|^2 \, dA}$$

(1.2)

where the integration in the numerator and denominator is over the cross section of the metal and each propagation mode may be found by imposing $\text{Im}\{\beta\} = 0$ in the dispersion relation and then finding the solutions in the plane $(\text{Re}\{\beta\}, \varepsilon''_g)$, similarly to [22].

The effect of the shield layer on the TE$_{01}$ mode threshold gain is demonstrated in Figure 1.3, where $\varepsilon''_g$ is plotted as a function of the shield thickness $\Delta$ for a given radius $R_{out} = 300$ nm (Figure 1.3a) and $R_{out} = 460$ nm (Figure 1.3b). In the simulations we assume a wavelength of $\lambda = 1550$ nm, $\varepsilon'_g = 12.5$ corresponding to an InGaAsP gain medium, $\varepsilon'_g = 2.1$ for a SiO$_2$ shield layer, and $\varepsilon_m = -95.9 - j11.0$ for a gold coating [23]. The rapid field decay in the gold layer permits us to assume that the metal extends to infinity, whereas in reality a coating layer of 100 nm would suffice. As the shield thickness increases, a lower percentage of the field penetrates into the metal, reducing the losses. On the other hand, the gain material occupies less of the CGW volume, which means that a higher gain is required to compensate for the dissipation losses in the metal. The trade-off between these two processes results in an optimal point at which the threshold gain is minimal. This typical behavior of low-order modes is seen in Figure 1.3 for the TE$_{01}$ mode. For $R_{out} = 300$ nm, the improvement of the threshold gain from the $\Delta = 0$ (no shield layer) case is by a factor of 1.7, while for $R_{out} = 460$ nm, the improvement is by a factor of 6.1.

For larger radii, a lower threshold gain may be achieved, as shown in Figure 1.3 and further emphasized in Figure 1.4, where the minimal threshold gain $\varepsilon''_g$ is depicted as a function of $R_{out}$ for four low-order modes: TM$_{01}$, TE$_{01}$, HE$_{11}$, and HE$_{21}$. Having the highest confinement around the gain-medium core, the HE$_{11}$
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**Figure 1.3** Threshold gain $\varepsilon''_g$ as a function of the shield thickness $\Delta$ for the TE$_{01}$ mode. (a) $R_{out} = 300$ nm. (b) $R_{out} = 460$ nm. (From [14].)
mode has the lowest threshold gain among the four modes. Generally, for small radii, the shield layer is less effective, since it quickly drives the mode below the cut-off. For large radii, the threshold gain is low, as the field penetration into the metal is small. The optimal shield layer thickness increases monotonically as a function of $R_{\text{out}}$. For the $\text{TE}_{01}$ mode, it ranges between 80 and 330 nm, for a corresponding range of $R_{\text{out}} = 250–650$ nm.

1.2.2 Composite Gain-Dielectric-Metal 3D Resonators

The role of the metal coating, which is important in the infinite CGW model, becomes even more crucial for creating a 3D resonator. As explained above, the CGW facets are terminated by plug regions, which are short metallic waveguides filled with $\text{SiO}_2$ as seen in Figure 1.2b,c, in an approach similar to that of Hill et al. [9]. The plug ensures strong confinement of the field in the gain region, provided that the mode residing in it is below the cut-off, that is, decaying exponentially in the $z$ direction.

For the plug region waveguide, the cut-off is not clearly defined since the modes are significantly different from those of the perfectly conducting cylindrical waveguide [24]. A reasonable definition for the cut-off situation is a waveguide with the radius $R_{\text{out}}$ supporting a mode whose $\beta$ is the closest to the origin on the complex $\beta$ plane. That cut-off is shown for each one of the modes of Figure 1.4 by the vertical lines, providing a qualitative tool for choosing an operation mode for the entire 3D structure, as the chosen radius needs to be to the left of the
vertical line corresponding to the operation mode. The smaller the device radius compared with the cut-off radius, the stronger the decay in the plug; consequently, the threshold gain is lower. While the HE_{11} mode achieves the lowest threshold gain for a given R_{out}, its cut-off in the plug region is at a small radius; working below this cut-off entails a relatively high threshold gain. It is therefore seen that the TE_{01} mode, which has the highest cut-off of the shown modes, is favorable. The result shows that modes corresponding to a larger R_{out} will have a significantly lower threshold gain. Another advantage of the TE_{01} mode is that in the gain region it couples only to symmetric TE modes in the plug region, whereas m > 0 modes are hybrid and may couple to all modes with the same azimuthal index.

Using the CGW model at the optimal point of Figure 1.3b as a starting point, a 3D closed resonator with R_{out} = 460 and a 100 nm thick gold coating was designed for the TE_{012} mode. 3D finite-element method (FEM) simulation results for the squared electric field magnitude |E|^2 normalized to its maximum value are shown in Figure 1.5. The overall height of the resonator is 1500 nm, and the overall diameter is 1120 nm, making it smaller than the vacuum wavelength in all three dimensions. The resonance was fine-tuned to a wavelength of 1550 nm by setting the gain cylinder height to be about 480 nm and the shield layer thickness to about 200 nm, which is close to the 190 nm predicted by the CGW model. The threshold gain, however, is in less good agreement with the CGW model; the value for the 3D resonator is \varepsilon'' \approx 0.011, which corresponds to about 130 cm\(^{-1}\), whereas the CGW model gives about 36 cm\(^{-1}\). This discrepancy is due to the losses occurring in the plug region and the mode deformation at the interfaces between the plug and gain regions, two effects that are not taken into account in the CGW model. It is evident that the longer the resonator, the more accurately the CGW model describes the

![Figure 1.5](image) Cross section of a closed cylindrical 3D subwavelength laser resonator. The square of the electric field magnitude (|E|^2) normalized to its maximal value of the TE_{012} mode is shown. The inset shows a similar open structure.
behavior in the gain region. For instance, a longer resonator with the same radius and designed for the $\text{TE}_{013}$ mode has a threshold gain of about 95 cm$^{-1}$.

If the structure shown in Figure 1.5 is designed with no shield layer in the gain region, but with the same overall radius and height, then the resulting threshold gain is about 420 cm$^{-1}$. The gain that may be achieved at room temperature by optical pumping of bulk InGaAsP is about 200 cm$^{-1}$ [11]. It is therefore evident that a shield layer that lowers the threshold gain from 420 to 130 cm$^{-1}$ is crucial to enable lasing at room temperature. Slightly modifying the structure for the open configuration, as shown in the inset of Figure 1.5, the field distribution remains nearly unchanged and the threshold gain increases only to about 145 cm$^{-1}$, owing to the radiation losses. The quality factor of this open resonator without gain is $Q = 1125$, whereas the values for the other 3D structures with a shield layer discussed above are even higher. Finally, we note that for electrical pumping, considerably higher gains may be reached [12] so that the structure, with appropriate changes, is expected to be even further reduced in size. In the following section we use the optimized thickness of a low-index shield layer between the gain medium and the metal coating of a 3D laser resonator for experimental demonstration of nanolasers.

1.3 Experimental Validations of Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers for Operation at Room-Temperature

In continuation of the design methodology for 3D subwavelength lasers presented in the previous section, we now present the steps leading to actual implementation and characterization of the devices. The target device is shown in Figure 1.6, in

![Figure 1.6 Schematic view of a practical realization of the laser cavity, compatible with planar fabrication techniques. The air gap at the bottom of the laser is formed after selective etch removal of the InP substrate. In the designed cavity the values for $h_1$, $h_2$, and $h_3$ are 200, 550, and 250 nm, respectively. (From [7]). (Please find a color version of this figure on the color plates.)](image-url)
which a gain core is suspended in a bilayer shell of silica and metal. The device is pumped optically through the bottom aperture and the emitted light is also collected from the same aperture.

### 1.3.1 Fabrication Processes for Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

The metallo-dielectric laser structure was fabricated from an InGaAsP MQW stack grown on InP. Hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) electron-beam resist was patterned into arrays of dots (Figure 1.7a) using a Raith 50 electron-beam writer, and the size of the dots was varied by changing the pattern size and/or the electron-beam dosage. Cylindrical structures were then etched using CH\textsubscript{4}/H\textsubscript{2}/Ar reactive ion etching (RIE) (Figure 1.7b). Using an optimized and calibrated plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, the silica shield layer was grown to a thickness of \(\sim 200\) nm (Figure 1.7c). Note that the outline of the embedded gain core is visible through the silica layer. In practice, the poor adhesion of gold to silica caused separation of the dielectric portion of the structure from the metal layer.
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**Figure 1.7** Various stages of the fabrication process: (a) Array of electron-beam patterned HSQ resist dots. (b) RIE etched pillar after oxygen plasma and BOE cleaning. The faint bump in the middle indicates the boundary between the InGaAsP and InP layers. (c) Etched pillar after PECVD of silica. The outline of the semiconductor pillar can be seen through the silica layer. (d) Silica covered pillar after undergoing aluminum sputtering (70 nm). (e) Tilted bottom view of one of the samples after selective InP etch with HCL. The surface is comprised of the PECVD deposited silica. The hole corresponds to the air hole shown in the diagram of Figure 1.6. (f) Contrast enhanced normal bottom view of a cavity. The circular outline around the air hole is due to the dielectric shield layer and agrees well with the target dielectric shield layer thickness of 200 nm. (From [7].)
Fortunately, aluminum exhibits better adhesion properties, and at the wavelength of interest its optical properties are very close to those of gold. (The cavity $Q$ of the resonator with an aluminum coating ($\epsilon_m = -95.9 - j11$) [23] is 1004, which compares with 1030 for gold.) A layer of aluminum with a minimum thickness of 70 nm was sputtered over the silica covered pillars (Figure 1.7d). The sample was then bonded on its upper side to a glass slide using SU-8 resist, and the InP substrate was subsequently removed in a selective HCl etch, leaving an air void under the structure. Figure 1.7e shows the tilted bottom view of an air void, with the lower face of the gain core visible inside. Figure 1.7f shows the normal bottom view (with enhanced contrast levels) of a similar void. The faint outline of the silica shield layer is discernible in this image, verifying the 200 nm thickness of the shield.

1.3.2 Characterization and Testing of Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

For optical pumping we used a 1064 nm wavelength pulsed fiber laser operating at a repetition rate of 300 kHz and a pulse width of 12 ns. The pump beam was delivered to the samples using a $\times 20$ or $\times 50$ long working-distance objective, which also collected the emitted light. To estimate the amount of pump power absorbed by the core, a full three-dimensional finite-element analysis was carried out over a range of core sizes. Using a double 4f imaging system in conjunction with a pump optical filter (Semrock Razor Edge long wavelength pass filter), the samples were imaged onto either an IR InGaAs camera (Indigo Alpha NIR) or a monochromator (Spectral Products DK480) with a resolution of 0.35 nm and equipped with a cooled InGaAs detector in a lock-in detection configuration. Owing to the limitations of the electron-beam writing process, the samples were slightly elliptical. The major and minor diameters of the gain core for the particular sample under test were measured to be 490 and 420 nm, respectively. In Figure 1.8a, the light–light curve corresponding to a laser emitting at 1430 nm is shown and exhibits a slope change that indicates the onset of lasing at an external threshold pump intensity of about 700 W mm$^{-2}$. The same data set is shown in a log–log plot (Figure 1.8a, inset graph), with the slopes of different regions of operation indicated on the plot. The S-shaped curve clearly shows the transition from photoluminescence (PL) to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and finally into the lasing regime. Also shown in Figure 1.8a are the emission patterns of the defocused laser image captured with the IR camera, corresponding to continuous wave (CW) (Figure 1.8a-I) and pulsed (Figure 1.8a-II) pumping situations. The average pump intensity in each case was approximately 8 W mm$^{-2}$.

Only broad PL emission occurs in the CW case, owing to the low peak intensity. However, when the pump is switched to pulsed mode, lasing is achieved due to the 278-fold increase in peak power. At the same time, the defocused image forms a distinct spatial mode with increased fringe contrast, which is an indication of increased spatial coherence and is further evidence of lasing. The polarization of the emission has a strong linear component, which is attributable to the slight ellipticity
Figure 1.8 (a) Light–light curve for a nanolaser with major and minor core diameters of 490 and 420 nm (dotted curve). The same data set is shown as a log–log plot (dotted inset) together with the slopes for the PL, ASE, and lasing regions. Also shown are the images of the defocused emitted beam cross section (taken at about 10 μm away from the nanolaser exit aperture) for (I) CW pumping and (II) pulsed pumping. The appearance of the higher contrast fringes indicates increased coherence due to lasing. (b) Evolution of the emission spectra from PL to lasing. (c) Effective refractive indices (error bar data points) of the pumped MQW gain medium at lasing wavelengths, back-calculated from lasing spectra obtained from an array of nanolasers. Error bars were calculated assuming ±5 nm error in measuring the disk diameters from the SEMs. The dashed curve shows the effective refractive index of the unpumped MQW layer, as measured by a Filmetrics interferometric analyzer. The solid curve is offset down from the dashed one by a constant amount (0.102 RIU) that was chosen for best fit to the lasing data. The index reduction is consistent with the estimated free carrier effects. (From [7].)

of the gain core. Figure 1.8b shows the evolution of the emission, from a broad PL spectrum to a pair of competing ASE peaks and finally into a narrow lasing line at 1430 nm. The measured linewidth of this particular laser was 0.9 nm; however, linewidths as small as 0.5 nm were measured for other samples in the same size range.

Another way to verify the soundness and accuracy of the design and fabrication processes is to match the lasing wavelength with the target resonance of the cavity. However, owing to the high pump intensity, the refractive index of the gain core can vary substantially from its quiescent value which can shift the lasing line considerably from its target wavelength. Using the measured results from
1.4 Electrically Pumped Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

The metallo-dielectric nanolaser described in the previous section is an optically pumped device. An electrically pumped device is more likely to lead to practical applications. In standard semiconductor fabrication technology, electrical contacts are usually implemented by using highly doped semiconductors. Apart from the increased optical losses that would result from the interaction of the optical mode with these highly doped regions, the vertical confinement of the resonator would also be compromised, since the higher index of the semiconductor would adversely affect the operation of the vertical “plugs.” However, in this section we demonstrate that, through a careful design process and judicious selection of device parameters, both of these challenges can be surmounted.

1.4.1 Cavity Design and Modeling of Electrically Pumped Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

The platform for our devices is an InGaAs/InP double heterostructure grown on an InP substrate similar to the structure reported in [9]. The schematic of the laser structure is shown in Figure 1.9a. The intrinsic 300 nm thick \( h_{\text{core}} \) InGaAs bulk layer is the active layer and the upper (470 nm thick) and lower (450 nm thick) InP layers are the cladding layers through which the injected carriers flow into the active layer. Highly doped n-InGaAs on the top and p-InGaAsP in the lower cladding layer form the n- and p-contact layers, respectively. The width of the top and bottom InP cladding layers is intentionally reduced using selective wet etching to form a pedestal structure for enhancing the vertical optical...
confinement. Thin dielectric and metal layers are coated on the pillar structure, thereby forming a metallo-dielectric cavity. As shown in the previous sections, the metallo-dielectric cavity is able to achieve efficient lateral mode confinement at the subwavelength scale due to the high reflectivity of the metal, while reducing the optical ohmic loss by minimizing the mode overlap with the metal by using a thin dielectric shield layer [7, 14]. The dielectric constant of bulk silver at room temperature ($\varepsilon_{\text{Ag}} = -120.43 - j3.073$ at 1.55 $\mu$m) was used to simulate the metal coating [10]. We first designed a wavelength scale cavity in which the gain-core radius ($r_{\text{core}}$) is 750 nm ($2r_{\text{core}} \sim \lambda$), the cladding radius ($r_{\text{clad}}$) is 690 nm ($\Delta r = 60$ nm) and the thickness of the SiO$_2$ shield layer ($d_{\text{shield}}$) is 150 nm. The magnitude of the electric field (horizontal cross section) in the gain medium is shown in Figure 1.9b. A WGM with the azimuthal mode number ($M$) of 7 is supported and the electric field is strongly confined inside the metal cavity (TE mode). The thin active layer ($h_{\text{core}} = 300$ nm) allows only the lowest order mode in the vertical direction. The modal overlap with the metal coating is minimized by the dielectric shield, as shown in Figure 1.9b. As the dielectric shield layer becomes thinner, the field penetration into the metal coating increases, which results in a higher loss. In contrast, a thick dielectric shield layer could reduce the field penetration into the metal, resulting in a lower gain. Therefore, as discussed earlier, there should be an optimum thickness of the dielectric shield for a given gain-core radius.

For comparison, we numerically modeled the same pedestal structure coated only by a low-index dielectric ($n_{\text{SiO}_2} = 1.45$) and without a metal coating. The
electric field magnitude of the resonant mode of this dielectric cavity is shown in Figure 1.9c. It shows significant modal spreading outside the gain medium, which results in low modal overlap with the gain medium, defined as a confinement factor. In our calculation, the confinement factor in the gain medium of the metallo-dielectric cavity (Figure 1.9b) is 0.39 compared to 0.19 in the purely dielectric cavity case (Figure 1.9c). The $Q$-factor of the metallo-dielectric cavity is 726, which is a factor of enhancement 5 on the $Q$-factor of the purely dielectric cavity ($Q = 151$). When the gain-core size is decreased below the wavelength scale, the effective confinement factor is significantly degraded, due to the radiation loss, which is something that has been studied for micro-disk resonators [25, 26]. Figure 1.10a shows the resonant mode of a purely dielectric cavity where $r_{\text{core}} = 350 \text{ nm}$ and $r_{\text{clad}} = 310 \text{ nm}$ ($\Delta r = 40 \text{ nm}$) with a low-index dielectric ($\text{SiO}_2$) coating. This structure supports a WGM with $M = 3$ that exhibits a significant amount of mode spreading outside the gain medium and a low confinement factor in the gain medium (0.38).

However, by incorporation of the metallo-dielectric cavity (150 nm thick $\text{SiO}_2$ and Ag coating) as shown in Figure 1.10b, the resonant mode is strongly confined inside the subwavelength-scale cavity and the modal overlap with the gain is also significantly enhanced. In our calculation, the confinement factor in the gain medium for the metallo-dielectric cavity is 0.57. In consequence, for such small size resonators this structure produces 22 times increase in the $Q$-factor of the metallo-dielectric cavity ($Q = 468$), when compared to the $Q$-factor of the purely dielectric cavity ($Q = 21$). The metallo-dielectric cavity enables further reduction of the gain-core size while keeping efficient mode confinement in the gain medium. We numerically calculated the resonant mode of the metallo-dielectric cavity with $r_{\text{core}} = 220 \text{ nm}$, $r_{\text{clad}} = 160 \text{ nm}$ ($\Delta r = 60 \text{ nm}$), and $d_{\text{shield}} = 150 \text{ nm}$. As shown in Figure 1.10c, for this case, the resonant mode is an axially symmetric mode $(\text{TE}_{011})$.
where the electric field circulates around the gain core and is well-confined in the gain medium. The electric field is mostly contained inside the gain medium and has minimal mode overlap with the metal region. The $Q$-factor of this resonator is calculated to be 707 with a threshold gain of 236 cm$^{-1}$, which is lower than the bulk gain of InGaAs (400 cm$^{-1}$) at room temperature, at a wavelength of 1.5 μm [27]. The pedestal geometry is adopted in our metallo-dielectric cavity pillar laser structure to enhance the optical confinement in the vertical direction, while maintaining a conduit for carrier flow of both electrons and holes. To analyze the effect of the pedestal in our laser structure quantitatively, we have calculated the $Q$-factor and the threshold gain by varying $r_{\text{clad}}$.

The calculated $Q$-factor and threshold gain for a 750 nm core radius with various $r_{\text{clad}}$ values is presented in Figure 1.11a. The shield thickness ($d_{\text{shield}}$) and the metal coating were kept constant. When $r_{\text{clad}}$ is the same as $r_{\text{core}}$ (cylinder type), the $Q$-factor is 163, and the threshold gain is 1505 cm$^{-1}$. As $r_{\text{clad}}$ is reduced to 600 nm (pedestal type, $\Delta r = 150$ nm), the $Q$-factor is enhanced to 1731, which is about an order of magnitude improvement, and the threshold gain is decreased to 99 cm$^{-1}$, which represents a 93% reduction. As the pedestal undercut is made deeper ($\Delta r$ is larger), the threshold gain is flattened and the resonant wavelength is shifted out of the optimal gain spectrum which is undesirable. We have also calculated the $Q$-factor and threshold gain when $r_{\text{core}} = 220$ nm as the pedestal size is changed, which is shown in Figure 1.11b. The $Q$-factor is enhanced from 152 (cylinder type, $\Delta r = 0$ nm) to 1572 (pedestal type, $\Delta r = 150$ nm), which is an order of magnitude improvement. The resonant mode is strongly confined inside the gain layer for the pedestal structure as shown in Figure 1.11d, – where $r_{\text{core}} = 220$ nm and $\Delta r = 120$ nm – and may be compared with the cylinder type structure shown in
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Figure 1.11c. The threshold gain is reduced from 1473 to 89 cm$^{-1}$, which is a 94% reduction. The threshold gain of 89 cm$^{-1}$ is a promising result for the possible room temperature operation of this laser structure. As shown in both cases, the threshold gain is significantly reduced when a minimal pedestal undercut is employed. At $\Delta r = 60$ nm, the threshold gain for 750 and 220 nm $r_{\text{core}}$ values are 338 and 236 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, and are therefore still lower than our target threshold gain of 400 cm$^{-1}$ [27]. This reduction in the threshold gain has other advantages, since heat dissipation and carrier diffusion in the active layer have been identified as critical issues for most pedestal-type micro-disk lasers [28, 29].

1.4.2 Fabrication of Electrically Pumped Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

Wavelength scale (750 nm radius) and subwavelength scale (355 nm radius) circular masks were patterned on an InGaAs/InP heterostructure wafer by means of electron-beam lithography (EBL), using spin-coated HSQ resist. Subsequent dry etching was performed using CH$_4$/H$_2$/Ar gas chemistry to form subwavelength-scale pillar structures (as in the SEM image shown in Figure 1.12a). The selective etching of the cladding InP layers was performed using HCl:H$_3$PO$_4$ (1 : 3) wet etching and the result is shown in Figure 1.12b. 160 nm of InP was etched away on both sides through the wet etching process while the gain layer was preserved. A 150 nm thick layer of SiO$_2$ was conformally deposited on the pedestal pillar surface by means of a PECVD process (Figure 1.12c), which provides the low-index shield layer required to minimize the mode–metal overlap of the modal field with the metal and also passivates the InGaAs surface.

The SiO$_2$ layer on top of the subwavelength pillar structure was removed through the photoresist planarization process and SiO$_2$ dry etching, in order to access the n-side contact layer (n-InGaAs). Metal contacts (Ti/Pd/Au) were formed on the top of the InP layer (140 nm) is deposited on the pillar structure by PECVD. (d) N-contact metal (Ti/Pd/Au) layer deposited on the top of subwavelength pillar. (e) Silver is deposited on whole pillar structure. The scale bar in each image represents 500 nm. (From [15].)
of the pillar structure by electron-beam evaporation and liftoff (Figure 1.12d). After n-contact formation, a 200 nm thick silver layer was deposited so as to completely cover the pillar structures including the top and side wall of the pillar, and the n-type contact pad (Figure 1.12e). A 20 nm chromium (Cr) layer was deposited prior to the silver deposition for better adhesion. Since the high optical loss of Cr could degrade the $Q$-factor of the cavity and therefore increase the threshold gain, the unintentionally deposited Cr on the side wall of the pillar structure was subsequently removed by Cr wet etching while protecting the adhesion layer on the substrate by masking with photoresist. The p-contact was processed separately using photolithographic patterning and wet etching of the SiO$_2$ and InP layers, in order to access the underlying highly doped InGaAsP layer. The sample was then annealed to 400 °C for 60 s to reduce the contact resistance. Finally, the sample was mounted on the device package (TO 8) and wire-bonded.

1.4.3 Measurements and Discussion of Electrically Pumped Subwavelength Metallo-Dielectric Lasers

The devices were forward biased and the CW emission from the device was collected through a ×20 objective lens, and then imaged using a CCD camera. The spectral characteristics were analyzed by a monochromator with a maximum spectral resolution of 0.35 nm (with a 100 μm slit opening). The lasing characteristics of electrically pumped pedestal pillar lasers with two different gain-core radii (750 and 355 nm) were measured and analyzed. Figure 1.13a shows a SEM image of the pedestal pillar, in which $r_{\text{core}} = 750$ nm, $r_{\text{clad}} = 710$ nm, and the pillar height is 1.3 μm. The shield layer thickness ($d_{\text{shield}}$) was 140 nm and silver was coated to form a metal cavity. In the numerical simulation, the $Q$-factor was estimated to be 458 and the threshold gain was 534 cm$^{-1}$ at the resonant wavelength of 1.50 μm. The lasing characteristics of this device at 77 K are shown in Figure 1.13b. Electroluminescence (EL) around 1.55 μm was observed when the injected current was higher than 20 μA. As the injected current increased, the emission spectrum showed spectral narrowing and the lasing peak appeared at 1.49 μm which is very close to the calculated resonant wavelength of 1.50 μm. The light output–injection current ($L–I$) curve (Figure 1.13c) shows a kink around the threshold current (50 μA) which is also an indication of the onset of lasing. The linewidth narrowed to 0.9 nm at an injection current level of 300 μA. We also investigated the temperature dependence of the lasing characteristics of this device. A local heater inside the cryostat kept the target temperature constant during the measurement. Lasing behavior was observed at 100, 120, and 140 K at a constant pumping current. The spectral evolution and $L–I$ curve at 140 K are shown in Figure 1.13e. The lasing wavelength remained in the vicinity of 1.49 μm and the linewidth was also less than 1 nm at 140 K (Figure 1.13d). However, the threshold current increased to 240 μA (inset in Figure 1.13e) which is five times higher than the threshold current at 77 K. At 160 K, spectral narrowing was still observed at a wavelength of 1.49 μm, but the
device failed to reach a lasing condition, primarily due to the heat generation inside the cavity and the higher optical losses in the metal cavity.

The lasing characteristics of 355 nm core radius subwavelength pillar laser were also investigated as shown in Figure 1.14. An SEM image of the pedestal pillar structure is shown in Figure 1.14a. The pillar structure had $r_{\text{core}} = 355 \text{ nm}$, $r_{\text{clad}} = 310 \text{ nm}$, $d_{\text{shield}} = 140 \text{ nm}$, together with a 1.36 μm pillar height and silver coating. As discussed in the numerical simulation, this cavity structure supports the WGM with $M = 3$. From the simulation, the Q-factor was estimated to be 352 and the threshold gain was 692 cm$^{-1}$ at the resonant wavelength of 1.38 μm. As shown in Figure 1.14b, spectral narrowing was observed as the injection current was increased and the lasing peak occurred at a wavelength of 1.41 μm. The threshold current was estimated to be around 540 μA which is 10 times higher than for the 750 nm $r_{\text{core}}$ device due to the lower material gain at shorter wavelengths and the higher threshold gain value required. The resonant wavelength estimated using the simulation (1.38 μm) matches the measured results quite well. Higher resolution analysis of the lasing peak spectrum showed that the lasing peak at 1.41 μm is in fact a dual peak with 1.5 nm splitting (Figure 1.14d), which indicates the imperfect circular symmetry of the pillar structure because of inaccuracy in fabrication. When the temperature was increased, CW lasing operation was observed up to 100 K. As shown in Figure 1.14e, the onset of the lasing peak was clearly observed and the linewidth was about 6 nm at 100 K. At 120 K, the output
spectrum showed clear spectral narrowing with 8 nm linewidth, but failed to reach lasing, which could be due to the heating effect of the high driving current. It is to be expected that pulsed operation would reduce the impact of heating, enabling the device to operate at even higher temperatures. Based on the above numerical simulation, a smaller size ($r_{\text{core}} = 220 \text{ nm}$) device should be able to lase with a low threshold gain ($< 100 \text{ cm}^{-1}$). However, the fabrication difficulties, such as forming pedestal structures on a 200 nm wide InP cladding layer with the wet etching process, still pose a challenge and the thermal management issue becomes even more critical with subwavelength-scale pillar widths. We are currently working on resolving these issues by optimizing our fabrication processes and developing a low resistance contact design that could reduce the electrical power dissipation and self-heating in the device. Incorporation of quantum well or quantum dot gain structures in our laser devices could also allow for the building of highly efficient subwavelength-scale lasers [7, 30].

1.5 Thresholdless Nanoscale Coaxial Lasers

The devices described in previous sections, although smaller in all three dimensions than the free-space emitted wavelength, remain limited in a fundamental way: the lasing modes are essentially those of a hollow cylindrical metallic waveguide, and are subject to cut-off. Although, as observed in Section 1.2, the exact cut-off
1.5 Thresholdless Nanoscale Coaxial Lasers

Coaxial nanolasers are also of theoretical interest because it is possible to design a cavity with the mode structure so sparse that only one mode falls within the gain bandwidth of the semiconductor core. A laser of this type exhibits a high spontaneous emission factor $\beta$ (the ratio of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode to all spontaneous emission) that approaches unity and a pronounced Purcell effect [31] (enhancement or inhibition of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode compared to emission into free space, characterized by the Purcell factor). As a consequence, the characteristic kink in the log-scale light–light curve of the laser becomes smoothed out and less recognizable. Thresholdless laser behavior would imply a smooth curve throughout the pumping region, until saturation is reached. The theory of such lasers, particularly the modeling of subthreshold behavior and the definition of the lasing threshold, is an area of active research. It is also worth noting that, other things being equal, a large $\beta$ value and strong Purcell enhancement tend to reduce the pump power required to obtain coherent radiation.

The cavity quantum electrodynamic (QED) effects caused by the interaction of matter and the electromagnetic field in subwavelength structures have been the subject of intense research in recent years [32]. The generation of coherent radiation in nanostructures has attracted considerable interest, both because of the QED effects that emerge in small volumes, and the potential of these devices for future applications, ranging from on-chip optical communication to ultrahigh resolution and high throughput imaging/sensing/spectroscopy [33, 34]. Current research efforts are directed at developing the “ultimate nanolaser”: a scalable, low threshold, efficient source of radiation that operates at room-temperature, and occupies a small volume on a chip [35]. Coaxial nanostructures help to reach

Figure 1.15  Nanoscale coaxial laser cavity. (a) Schematic of a coaxial laser cavity. (b,c) SEM images of the constituent rings in Structure A and Structure B, respectively. The side view of the rings comprising the coaxial structures is seen. The rings consist of SiO$_2$ on top, and quantum wells gain region underneath. (From [18].) (Please find a color version of this figure on the color plates.)
these goals, demonstrating the smallest volume laser device that operates at room
temperature in CW mode and at telecom wavelengths. More importantly, for
the first time, we have demonstrated thresholdless lasing with a broadband gain
medium. Besides their application in the realization of deep subwavelength lasers,
nanoscale coaxial resonators are the first step toward unveiling the potential of
QED objects and meta-materials in which atom–field interactions generate new
functionalities [36, 37].

1.5.1
Design and Fabrication of Thresholdless Nanoscale Coaxial Lasers

The miniaturization of laser resonators using dielectric or metallic material struc-
tures, faces two challenges: (i) the (eigen-) mode scalability, implying the existence
of a self-sustained electromagnetic field, regardless of the cavity size and (ii) the
unbalanced rate of decrease in the optical gain versus cavity loss, which results
in a large and/or unattainable lasing threshold, as the volume of the resonator
is reduced [25]. In this section, we describe and demonstrate a new approach
to nanocavity design that resolves both challenges: firstly, subwavelength size
nanocavities with modes far smaller than the free space operating wavelength are
realized by designing a plasmonic coaxial resonator that supports the cut-off-free
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode. Secondly, the high lasing threshold for
small resonators is reduced by utilizing cavity QED effects, causing high levels of
coupling of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode [38, 39]

The coaxial laser cavity is portrayed in Figure 1.15a. At the heart of the cavity lies a
coaxial waveguide that supports plasmonic modes and is composed of a metallic rod
enclosed by a metal-coated semiconductor ring [40, 41]. The impedance mismatch
between a free-standing coaxial waveguide mode and free-space creates a resonator.
However, our design uses additional metal coverage on top of the device, thin,
low-index dielectric plugs of silicon dioxide at the top end, and air at the bottom
end of the coaxial waveguide in order to improve the modal confinement. The role
of the top SiO₂ plug is to prevent the formation of undesirable plasmonic modes
at the top interface between the metal and the gain medium. The lower air plug
enables coupling of the pump light into the cavity and also the coupling out of the
light generated in the coaxial resonator. The metal in the sidewalls of the coaxial
cavity is placed in direct contact with the semiconductor to ensure the support of
plasmonic modes, providing a large overlap between the modes of the resonator
and the emitters distributed in the volume of the gain medium. In addition, the
metallic coating serves as a heat sink that facilitates room temperature and CW
operation.

To reduce the lasing threshold, the coaxial structures are designed to maximize
the benefits from the modification of the spontaneous emission due to the cavity
QED effects [38, 39]. Because of their small size, the modal content of the nanoscale
coaxial cavities is sparse, which is a key requirement for obtaining coupling of
a high level of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode of the resonator.
The modal content can be further modified by tailoring the geometry, that is,
the radius of the core, the width of the ring, and the height of the gain and low-index plugs. Note that the number of modes supported by the resonator that can participate in the lasing process is ultimately limited to those that occur at frequencies that coincide with the gain bandwidth of the semiconductor gain material. In this work we have used a semiconductor gain medium composed of six quantum wells of \( \text{In}_{0.56} \text{Ga}_{0.44} \text{As} \) (10 nm thick) between barrier layers of \( \text{In}_{0.734} \text{Ga}_{0.266} \text{As} \) (20 nm thick), resulting in a gain bandwidth that spans frequencies corresponding to wavelengths in vacuum that range from 1.26 to 1.59 \( \mu \text{m} \) at room temperature, and from 1.27 to 1.53 \( \mu \text{m} \) at 4.5 K [42].

We consider two different versions of the geometry shown in Figure 1.15a, the first, referred to as Structure A, has an inner core radius of \( R_{\text{core}} = 175 \text{ nm} \), gain medium ring with a thickness of \( \Delta = 75 \text{ nm} \), lower plug height of \( h_1 = 20 \text{ nm} \), and quantum wells height of 200 nm covered by a 10 nm overlayer of InP resulting in a total gain medium height of \( h_2 = 210 \text{ nm} \), and upper plug height of \( h_3 = 30 \text{ nm} \). The heights of the plugs and the gain medium are identical to those of Structure A. Figure 1.15b,c show the SEM images of the constituent rings in Structure A and Structure B, respectively. The two structures are fabricated using standard nanofabrication techniques.

Figure 1.16 shows the modal content of the two structures at 4.5 K, modeled using the 3D FEM eigenfrequency solver in the RF package of COMSOL Multiphysics. Figure 1.16a shows that for Structure A the fundamental TEM-like mode and the two degenerate HE\(_{11}\) modes are supported by the resonator and fall within the gain bandwidth of the gain material. This simulation was also repeated for Structure A with room temperature material parameters, showing that the two degenerate HE\(_{11}\) modes are redshifted to 1400 nm, and exhibit a reduced resonance quality factor of \( Q \approx 35 \), compared to \( Q \approx 47 \) at 4.5 K. The TEM-like mode is red shifted to 1520 nm with \( Q \approx 53 \), compared to \( Q \approx 120 \) at 4.5 K.

Structure B, shown in Figure 1.16b, supports only the fundamental TEM-like mode at a temperature of 4.5 K. The quality factor \( Q \approx 265 \) for this mode is higher than that of Structure A. In general, the metal coating and the small aperture of the nanoscale coaxial cavity inhibit the gain emitters from coupling into the continuum of free-space radiation modes [43]. Hence, the single-mode cavity of Structure B exhibits a very high spontaneous emission coupling factor (\( \beta \approx 0.99 \)), approaching the condition for an ideal thresholdless laser [38, 39]. The spontaneous emission factor is calculated by placing randomly oriented and randomly positioned dipoles in the active area of the cavity, and then computing their emitted power at different wavelengths. The \( \beta \)-factor is given by the emitted power that spectrally coincides with the lasing mode, divided by the total emitted power [44].

1.5.2 Characterization and Discussion of Thresholdless Nanoscale Coaxial Lasers

Characterization of the nanoscale coaxial lasers was performed under optical pumping with a \( \lambda = 1064 \text{ nm} \) laser pump beam, in both CW and pulsed regimes.
Figure 1.16  Electromagnetic simulation of nanoscale coaxial cavities. (a) The modal spectrum of the cavity of Structure A at a temperature of 4.5 K. This cavity supports a pair of HE_{11} degenerate modes and the fundamental TEM-like mode, within the gain bandwidth. (b) The modal spectrum of the cavity of Structure B. This cavity only supports the fundamental TEM-like mode within the gain bandwidth of the quantum wells. In the figures, Q is the quality factor of the mode, Γ is the energy confinement factor of the semiconductor region [21] and V_{mode} is the effective modal volume [22]. The color bar shows normalized |E|^2. Nominal permittivity values are used in this simulation. (From [18].)

Excitation of the cavity modes is confirmed by measurements of the far-field emission from the devices.

Figure 1.17 shows the emission characteristics of the nanoscale coaxial laser of Structure A operating at 4.5 K (light–light curve in frame (a), spectral evolution in frame (b), linewidth in frame (c)), and at room temperature (light–light curve in frame (d), spectral evolution in frame (e), and linewidth in frame (f)). The light–light curves of Figure 1.17a,d show standard laser action behavior, where spontaneous emission dominates at lower pump powers (referred to as the photoluminescence region), and stimulated emission is dominant at higher pump powers (referred to as the lasing region). The PL and lasing regions are connected through a pronounced transition region, referred to as the amplified spontaneous emission region. The evolution of the spectrum shown in Figure 1.17b,e also confirms the three regimes of operation: PL, ASE, and lasing. The spectral profiles at low pump powers reflect the modification of the spontaneous emission spectrum by the cavity resonances depicted in Figure 1.16a. The linewidth of the lasers shown in Figure 1.17c,f narrows with the inverse of the output power at lower pump levels (the solid trend line), which is in agreement with the well-known Schawlow–Townes formula.
for lasers operating below threshold [45]. Around threshold, the rapid increase in the gain–index coupling in semiconductor lasers slows down the narrowing of the linewidth, until carrier pinning resumes the modified Schawlow–Townes inverse power narrowing rate [46, 47]. In practice, only a few semiconductor lasers are shown to have above-threshold linewidth behavior that follows the modified Schawlow–Townes formula. In most of the lasers reported in the literature, the linewidth behavior is distinctly different from the inverse power narrowing rate. The mechanisms affecting the above-threshold linewidth, especially for lasers with high spontaneous emission coupling to the lasing mode, still constitute an important area of research [48–50].

A rate-equation model was adopted to study the dynamics of the photon–carriers interaction in the laser cavities. The light–light curves obtained from the rate-equation model for the laser of Structure A are shown as solid lines in Figure 1.17a,d. For the laser operating at 4.5 K, by fitting the rate-equation model to the experimental data, we found that almost 20% of the spontaneous emission is coupled into the lasing mode, which is assumed to be the mode with the
highest quality factor (TEM-like mode). This assumption is validated by examining the far-field radiation pattern and the polarization state of the output beam. At room temperature, the surface and Auger nonradiative recombination processes dominate. As the carriers are lost through nonradiative channels, the ASE kink of the laser becomes more pronounced, and, as expected, the laser threshold shifts to higher pump powers levels.

Next, we examine the emission characteristics of Structure B. According to the electromagnetic analysis (Figure 1.16b), this structure is expected to operate as a thresholdless laser, since only one nondegenerate mode resides within the emission bandwidth of the gain medium. The emission characteristics of Structure B at 4.5 K are shown in Figure 1.18. The light–light curve of Figure 1.18a, which follows a straight line with no pronounced kink, agrees with the thresholdless lasing hypothesis. The thresholdless behavior is further manifested in the spectral evolution, seen in Figure 1.18b, where a single narrow, Lorentzian-like emission spectrum is obtained over the entire five-orders-of-magnitude range of pump power. This range spans from the first signal detected above the detection system noise floor at 720 pW pump power, to the highest pump power level of more than 100 μW. Since the homogeneously broadened linewidth of the gain medium is larger than the linewidth of the observed emission, the emission profile is attributed to the cavity mode. The measured linewidth at low pump power (\(\Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} \approx 5 \text{ nm}\)) which agrees with the transparency cavity Q-factor value of the TEM-like mode, as well as the radiation pattern, confirms the electromagnetic simulation given in Figure 1.16b. The evidence that the device indeed reaches lasing is further supported by the linewidth behavior. At low pump levels, the linewidth depicted in Figure 1.18c is almost constant, and does not narrow with output power, implying that the linewidth shows no subthreshold behavior [39, 47]. The lack of variation of linewidth with pump power is most probably the result of the increasing gain-index coupling, which is well-known as around-threshold behavior in semiconductor lasers [46, 47]. Another indication, and a more decisive proof, that Structure B does not exhibit subthreshold behavior is that the linewidth narrowing above the 100 nW pump power level does not follow the inverse power narrowing rate that is clearly identified in Structure A. This narrowing corresponds to the carrier-pinning effect, as further corroborated by the results of the rate-equation model for the carrier density. To the best of our knowledge, this linewidth behavior, though predicted in theory [48–50], has never been reported in any laser, and is unique to our thresholdless laser. The light–light curve obtained from the rate-equation model for the laser of Structure B at 4.5 K is shown by the solid line in Figure 1.18a. The best fit of our rate-equation model to the experimental data is achieved if 95% of the spontaneous emission is coupled to the lasing mode (\(\beta = 0.95\)). The deviation from the \(\beta = 0.99\) value predicted by the electromagnetic simulation can be attributed to other nonradiative recombination processes that have not been considered in the rate-equation model, and to the spectral shift of the mode at higher pump levels that causes variations in the available gain for the mode. In summary, all the experimental observations, including output spectrum and beam profile, electromagnetic simulations, rate-equation model, and comparison with
the behavior of non-thresholdless lasers, suggest thresholdless lasing as the only plausible hypothesis that satisfactorily explains all aspects of the emission from the light emitting device, based on our results for Structure B at 4.5 K.

The thresholdless lasing that we have demonstrated in nanoscale coaxial cavities clearly differs from the situation in the state-of-the-art, high quality factor, photonic bandgap structures [51]. In the latter, near-thresholdless lasing is achieved in a quantum dot gain medium system with spectrally narrow band emission, and relies extensively on tuning of the cavity mode to the center of the quantum dot emission spectrum [51]. In the former, thresholdless lasing in a broadband gain medium is achieved with a low quality factor, single-mode metal cavity. Smaller size, a straightforward fabrication procedure, and better thermal properties are just a few of the advantages of nanoscale coaxial cavities for the realization of thresholdless lasing.

1.6 Summary, Discussions, and Conclusions

We have introduced and analyzed a new type of composite metallo-dielectric resonator that is confined in all three dimensions [7, 14–18]. We have investigated the effect of a low-index dielectric shield layer between the gain medium and the metal coating of a gain waveguide and a 3D laser resonator.

We have shown that the shield layer in the gain waveguide has an optimal thickness such that the threshold gain required to compensate for losses is minimal. The gain-waveguide results were used to design a novel 3D resonator that is smaller than the vacuum wavelength of the emitted light in all three dimensions, and has a sufficiently low threshold gain to allow lasing at room temperature. Using this design, we have demonstrated room-temperature lasing from subwavelength...
metallo-dielectric resonators. In addition to reducing the size below the emission wavelength in all three dimensions, the metal layer isolates the cavity from its outer environment.

The subwavelength nature of these emitters may lead to practical applications such as dense optical interconnects and laser arrays for optical trapping and manipulation of particles, both of which are currently limited by the larger size and lateral coupling effects in vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) arrays. Also, the small size of the cavity may enable the implementation of high-speed directly modulated lasers through spontaneous emission enhancement by means of the Purcell effect.

We have also demonstrated a new design and fabrication of wavelength and subwavelength scale electrically driven lasers using metallo-dielectric cavities. In the design, the metal cavity, combined with a thin low-index dielectric layer, enabled a significant enhancement in modal confinement for both wavelength and subwavelength-scale cavities. Using a pedestal geometry improved the vertical mode confinement and showed a significant reduction in the threshold gain with increasing undercut in the pedestal cladding. Lowering the threshold gain below the target 400 cm$^{-1}$ requires a minimal undercut (<60 nm) in the pedestal for 750 and 350 nm core radius lasers. This approach also provides an advantage for efficient heat transfer and carrier diffusion in the active region. Experimentally, we have presented the fabrication process for our designed structure, which is based on an InGaAs/InP double heterostructure. Laser devices were fabricated for 750 and 355 nm gain-core radii. We observed clear lasing operation at 77 K for both laser devices, with low threshold current values of 50 and 540 μA, respectively. For the $r_{core} = 750$ nm laser device, CW lasing operation at 1.49 μm was observed up to 140 K. The $r_{core} = 355$ nm laser device showed CW lasing operation up to 100 K. Numerical studies suggest that even smaller laser structures (core radius = 220 nm) could exhibit low threshold gain, making room temperature operation feasible.

Finally, with nanoscale coaxial resonant structures, we have successfully demonstrated room temperature, CW lasing and low-temperature, thresholdless lasing in a spectrally broadband semiconductor gain medium. Owing to the fundamental TEM-like mode with no cut-off, these cavities show ultrasmall mode confinement, offer a large mode-emitter overlap that results in optimal utilization of the pump power, and provide multifold scalability. Further developments toward electrical pumping of thresholdless nanoscale coaxial lasers that could operate at room temperature are in progress. The implications of our work are threefold. Firstly, the demonstrated nanoscale coaxial lasers have a great potential for future nanophotonic circuits on a chip. Secondly, thresholdless operation and scalability provide the first systematic approach toward the realization of QED objects and functionalities, specifically the realization of quantum meta-materials. Finally, this new family of resonators paves the way to in-depth study of the unexplored physics of emitter-field interaction.

It should be noted, however, that as the size of metallo-dielectric coherent sources is made smaller and smaller, the metallic losses become extremely high – due to
the fact that a large portion of the mode overlaps with the metal in cases of extreme confinement – in contrast to the nanolasers discussed in this chapter, where the photonic modes are utilized. In addition, even though achieving short carrier lifetimes through large Purcell factors is desirable for increasing direct modulation rates, it can have detrimental effects on the optical or electrical injection levels required to achieve transparency and overcome losses [52]. This combination poses interesting challenges for practical implementation of extremely small CW coherent sources operating at room temperature. With this in mind, future research directions in the area of metallo-dielectric nanolasers include electrically pumped coaxial geometry devices, integration of nanolasers with silicon-on-insulator chip-scale waveguides, and gain material grown radially around a nanowire core. Theoretical analysis employing rate equations and the linewidth behavior of 3D nanolasers are also topics of great interest and importance.
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